that young, white child aping a giant Yale-educated Caribbean-American actor, aping a version of an African tribal leader, aping an ape. I have heard kids aping the Wakandan accents too. On the other hand, one member on the Reddit blackladies forum, feeling safe in her public online space, light-heartedly comments that she wishes she could bark like a gorilla at white people when they 'step outta line' (Reddit, 2018) .
Earlier in the film, M'Baku proclaims 'Glory to Hanuman' (the monkey God). So, contrary to this very public celebration emphasising the Pan-Africanism in the film, there is a random appearance of a God from the Indian Ramanaya. I suspect the reality is that most people watching the film in most places would never guess. But some people of Indian origin overseas might notice that this is not something derived from the African continent. Viewers in India never got the chance to notice because the reference to the Hanuman was bleeped out as potentially offensive to Hindus (Indian Express, 2018) .
But that aside, did none of these great black actors choke on their accents and the lines they were given? Was it not, in the end, still a little uncomfortable bowing before the Great Gorilla?
Or do I misunderstand? Am I that stick-in-the-mud who fails to understand that in this 'Marvellous' universe, the representation of a tribe of cold half-naked Africans in fur led by a Great Gorilla making monkey noises, is actually a new form of empowerment?
If anything, at times this film felt like a failure of the imagination of Africa, coupled with a distinct lack of curiosity. It is witchdoctory: animal masks and secret plants crushed into a potion. It is still spears and warring tribes. It is the insertion of a gigantic lip plate into the male leader of the River Tribe; where in Africa, it is only a vanishingly small minority of women who would ever wear plate adornments. And, it is even a bit of Indian mythology, because in this hyper-exotic celebration, such distinctions between alien cultures are not recognised.
And the politics of the Black Panther is facile, not brave. The moral of the story seems to be that there is, in the end, a right and wrong way to resist western oppression. The right way is to be a benevolent king incidentally rich on Unobtanium or Nobrainium, to buy up the impoverished projects in Oakland California, and eventually set up a Wakandan outreach centre. And the wrong way is to match any aggression from the colonizers. The villain here, the director's muse Michael B. Jordan playing the character of 'Killmonger', is potentially a thoughtful and interesting character with something to say and debate with The Panther, but he is killed off in the third part, presented as a maniacal radical from the projects who lashes out. He is not really allowed to make the point to which he is entitled. Any resistance must be sanitized so as to be tolerable. It is the palatable whitewashed legacy of a Martin Luther King (Jackson, 2018 ) versus a Malcolm X: the one which teaches that compassion, non-violence and turning the other cheek will eventually prevail.
There are still those in Britain who write 'monkey and nigga' on the bananas of black students at a university (Bouattia, 2018) . In that context, a film with high-tech spears, magic potions and monkey chants, on balance, is not a part of the solution. There is a way to 'take back control' and to genuinely raise the legacy of racism, but the Black Panther movie is not it and it should not be treated that way. It is a superhero film of a different complexion, ultimately hyping up the same stereotypes that already feed a limited western imagination of African Identities.
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